In August 2003, after a series of
acrimonious confrontations in the Doha
Round, the US and the EU submitted
a common text with modalities for
reforming international agricultural
trade. A month later, developing
countries flatly rejected their proposals
in the Cancun conference. The
resulting d6b2cle once more laid
bare the fundamental questions that
surround the whole agricultural trade
issue. In this article, I discuss the
origins of agricultural protection, the
history of agriculture and the WTO, and
the implications of agricultural trade
‘liberalisation’for poor countries and
global food security

ne sera d’gucune
aide pour les pays
pauvres, et ne garantit
pas une production
alimentaire suff isante
pour I’avenir.
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Origins of agricultural protection
Economic development in preindustrial societies has demonstrated
a bewildering variation in space and
time, but some broad generalisations
can be made. Phases of demographic
and economic growth alternated with
phases of stagnation or decline (Abel
1978; Slicher van Bath 1963). The
upswings were rooted in agricultural
‘revolutions’that were sustained by the
close relation between population and
prices. A growth in population resulted
in a fall in wages and an increase in
food prices. This stimulated investment
in larger farms, which increased
employment and food supply so that
population growth could continue.
26
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Sooner or later, an agricultural
revolution ran up against limitations,
and further population growth led
to food prices skyrocketing causing
distress among the working poor.
When this happened, smallholders,
higher in number as a result of urban
unemployment, over-exploited their
plots in an effort to minimise their
dependence on food markets. Growth
became fragile, and harvest failure
was enough to push society into a
downward spiral of soil degradation,
food insecurity, and disruption.
This led to a collapse of population
growth, which drove farm prices
down and raised wages, and entailed
disinvestment, shrinking markets, and
a slow-down in farm innovation - until
new population growth initiated a new
cycle.
Agricultural growth fostered commercial
attitudes and created markets for nonfarm products. The rise of the Italian
and Hanseatic towns in the High Middle
Ages, and that of the European world
trade system in the 16“’century came
surfing on the waves of agricultural
revolutions, whose underlymg dynamics
they did not radically change. The
Industrial Revolution was founded
on a new agricultural revolution that
started in the mid-Whcentury Initially,
it stimulated the demand for farmproduced materials, which reinforced
the traditional influence of population
growth on agricultural prices. Until
1875, agricultural prices remained
relatively high and wages low, in spite
of a dip after the Napoleonic wars in
some countries (see Figures la-b).
Under these conditions, like in earlier
agricultural revolutions, farm progress
could be left to the entrepreneurship
of larger farmers, which stimulated
liberalising farm policies. In trade
policies, the British repeal of the
Corn Law (1846) heralded a general
movement towards agricultural free
trade.
After 1875,a new phase of
industrialisation caused a turnaround
in agricultural markets. Cheap
international transport and industrial
fertiliser boosted global farm supply

Electricity, industrial chemistry, and
internal combustion led to minerals
replacing farm-produced materials on
a massive scale. For the first time in
history, international agricultural prices
fell not because population growth
had collapsed through a Malthusian
crisis, but because economic progress
generated oversupply Industrial
competition in rural labour markets
increased, so that wages increased in
spite of the recurrent falls in agricultural
prices (see Figures 1 a-b). In the
absence of significant economies of
scale, this evolution affected farm
structures. The squeeze on farm

Landern helfen, noch
wird sie zu ausreichender
Nahrungsmittelversorgung
in der Zukunft fuhren

-
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profits hindered investment in large
farms, eroding their technical lead,
while rising wages reinforced the
advantage that small farms derived
from using family labour. Large farms
declined, while family farms increased.
The limited mobility of family labour
complicated a free market adjustment
in agncultural markets. Many workers
left the land, but not enough to put an
end to overproduction. Rather than
leaving a depressed sector, as standardeconomic theory would predict, many
farmers reacted by tightening their
belts, increasing their labour efforts,
and adopting new techniques to
raise production. Technical change
became a treadmill that generated
overproduction. A balance between
growth in supply and demand was only
achieved when the treadmill squeezed
its own fuel supply i.e. when it led to
a chronic profit squeeze that reduced
investment (Koning 1994).
The resulting malaise provoked calls for
support from large and small farmers.
They were backed by manufacturers
who feared that rural stagnation would
threaten their markets. Under this
pressure, liberal farm policies gave way
to government intervention, one aspect
of which was the support of agricultural
incomes. Since the late 191hcentury,
most countries in Western Europe
have protected their farmers. All other
western countries followed suit when
prices fell again in the 1930s.

Figure la: Indices of real wheat prices (5-year moving average) and real farm wages,
England and Wales, 1818=100

Source: Own calculations based o n data in Mitchell (1975:191-5,736; 1990: 737-41, 756-7)

Figure lb: Indices of real wheat prices (5-year moving average) and real farm wages,
United States, 1818=100

Could agriculture have adjusted
in a free market?
Many economists believe that this
response was solely caused by political
factors. In their view, the fall in farm
prices was due to a shift in comparative
advantage in grains to areas outside
Europe. In a free market, European
agriculture would have adjusted by
shifting to livestock or releasing labour
to industry Farmers would have gone
through some difficult years, but farm
profits and productivity growth would
have recovered eventually (Tracy 1989).
One way to test this hypothesis is to
look at the experiences of countries
that resisted protection. Between 18751930, Denmark, the Netherlands, and
the white settler countries across the
ocean persisted with free trade. These
countries enjoyed certain advantages
in agriculture. They adjusted in
accordance with the standard view,
although their farm sectors only
really recovered when world market
prices temporarily rallied in the early
20th century. The UK also resisted
protection. It possessed the most
technically advanced agriculture in
the world, but industrial competition
for labour had raised farm wages,
and it no longer had a comparative
advantage in farming. According to
the standard view, adjustment would
have led to a reduction or elimination

Source: Own calculations based o n data in Mitchell (1993:129-30;696-8) and
US Bureau of the Census (1976: 207-9)

Figure 2: The growth of agricultural productivity per head and per hectare in eight
countries of western Europe, 1870-1910 (in wheat units and 1870 prices)

Source: Van Zanden (1991)
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of agriculture. But if a farm sector
managed to survive to some extent
it would see a recovery of profits and
productivity growth. In practice, farm
profits remained low, and productivity
stagnated throughout this period. This
was due, not to a technological ceiling,
but to widespread neglect of soil fertility
and buildings and a drop in investment

WTO will not help poor
countries or secure
sufficient supply of
food in the future

.
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in new capital goods (see Koning 1994
and literature referred to). Figure 2
shows that, by the eve of WWII, Britain
had Fallen far behind the European
productivity frontier on which it had
been together with Denmark, the
Netherlands and Belgum. At the same
time, Germany, the textbook case of
agricultural protection, had rapidly
moved to the forefront - a performance
that contradicts the standard view
that protection breeds inefficiency’
Even though protection alone did not
guarantee farm progress (as the poor
performance of protectionist France
and Italy shows), the stagnation of
agricultural productivity in Britain and
its rapid increase in Germany cannot
readily be explained by textbook theory.
After WWII, most countries maintained
protection. In the 1950s, the US and
Denmark tried to return to free market
policies. Farm incomes fell sharply
In Denmark, productivity growth was
affected, and model studies suggested
that the same would have happened
in the US had the experiment been
continued. Political reactions, however,
led to a return to protection after a few
years, making these cases inconclusive
(Koning 1986). After 1984, New
Zealand abandoned protection. It had a
clear competitive advantage in livestock
and horticulture, and debt remission
and a simultaneous liberalisation of
labour markets and industrial trade
28
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alleviated the impact on farm incomes.
The adjustment of New Zealand
farming has been portrayed as a great
success, but in reality, the results were
mixed (Cloke 1996). Better-situated
farmers have done well, especially in
dairy and horticulture, but real farm
profits have remained below the prehberdhsation levels (see also Federated
Farmers 2002). The labour volume
remained stable, but family workers
have taken the place of hired workers.
The much-acclaimed increase in
productivity growth was largely limited
to horticulture, and was probably due
to investments dating from before 1984.
In the livestock sector - two-thirds of
New Zealand’s agriculture - productivity
growth remained unaltered in spite
of a massive release of marginal lands,
which for all practical purposes meant
that productivity growth diminished
(Philpott 1994).
New Zealand is the only case of red
farm policy liberalisation in developed
countries after WWII. Other than
this, there is only indirect evidence.
One can compare the rates of
productivity growth in agriculture in
countries with different levels of farm
protection. Countries with moderate
protection enjoyed higher productivity
growth than both countries with
high protection and those with low
protection p a n der Meer 1989)

Regulation of international
agricultural trade
In the 1930s,protection was also
adopted by important net farm
exporting countries. Shrinking markets
raised their costs of surplus disposal,
which led to the first production
control policies being introduced.
These soon became interwoven with
the regulation of international trade.
In 1934, the US State Department
inspired a trade law that sought to
restore international trade through
bilateral tariff reductions. However, the
Department of Agriculture soon noticed
that tariff reductions had serious effects
on farm incomes, and decided that - in
agriculture - trade should be restored
through commodity agreements
that would maintain certain levels of
international prices. To be effective,
these agreements needed to involve
production controls. The opposing
views of free traders in the State
Department and advocates of managed
trade in the Department of Agriculture
played a major role in post-war trade
policy negotiations (Henningson
1981), and led to a compromise in the
General Agreement on Tarifs and Trade
(1947). Articles 11 and 16 allowed
countries to protect their farmers if they
controlled their production and export
volumes. Many representatives saw
this as a framework for a commodity
agreements approach. Free-rider
problems, however, prevented a well-

functioning organisation of international
markets. In the 1960s, US farm policy
developed into a combination of
acreage reduction and dumping. The
EU started with few production controls
and tariffwalls through which breaches
for oilseeds and grain substitutes had
been negotiated by the US. A rapid
rise in imports of grain substitutes and
steady increases in the output of dairy,
beef, and grain raised the EU’s costs
for surplus disposal. In the 1980s,nonfarm interests refused to write out any
further cheques and agro-industrial
leaders were compelled to accept a
milk quota system. In grain production,
however, control was avoided by
accepting lower support prices that
reduced the costs of dumping per
unit. Growing grain surpluses were
dumped onto the world market.
Europeans blamed the American refusal
to renegotiate the free entry of grain
substitutes, but Americans thought
that Europeans were free-riding on
the acreage reduction through which
they sought to support international
grain markets - an unfair competition
that was made even harder to swallow
by growing US trade balance deficits.
The American government, therefore,
decided to lower the support prices of
export crops to world market levels,
and to compensate farmers through
direct payments. This allowed it to
form a coalition with the ‘Cairnsgroup’
of agricultural exporting countries
that demanded the elimination of all
export subsidies and import restrictions
in the Uruguay Round of GATT
negotiations. In 1993, a compromise
with the EU led to an agreement
that prescribed reductions in import
restrictions, export subsidies, and
‘domestic support’. Direct payments,
however, were exempted if they were
decoupled from current production
or coupled to ‘production limiting
arrangements’. After this, the US and
the EU strongly increased their use
of these payments, and in the Doha
Round they are negotiating the terms of
a further replacement of price supports
by such allowances. Both powers are
downplaying the trade-distorting effects
that these payments have. Yet they
do stimulate production, albeit less
strongly than traditional price support
(Gardner 2002). The US, moreover,
has used these payments to abandon
its acreage reduction programme, while
the EU has used them to avoid the
more stringent controls that reductions
in export subsidsation would otherwise

force it to invoke. Many developing
countries feel that the two blocks
are thus continuing their practices of
import substitution and dumping, while
other countries are subjected to tariff
disarmament.

Implications for developing
countries
Many developing countries are still
in a situation similar to that in lbthor
181hcentury Europe. They need an
agricultural revolution to accommodate
population growth and to prepare
the way for economic development.
However, the close relation between
population and markets that sustained
agricultural revolutions in the preindustrial world no longer exists. While
population growth generates pressures
to intensify the use of the land, the
price signals from world markets
hamper investment and force farmers
to maintain production methods that
are only sustainable within extensive
farming systems. To redress this
discrepancy, many developing countries
need agricultural protection just as
much as developed countries did.
Situations vary per region. In Latin
America, the population pressure on
the land has been limited through
the mass eviction of labourers and
small tenants. As the vehement
reactions from Mexican and Peruvian
smallholders to recent trade
agreements with the US also indicate,
trade ‘liberalisation’may aggravate the
one-sided, latifundio-based agricultural
development that has resulted in
unbalanced growth in this regon. In
Asia, several countries have protected
their farmers, thereby contributing
to green revolutions that became
engines of successful industrialisation.
Trade ‘liberalisation’will compel these
countries to dismantle support to
their farmers. In Sub-Saharan Africa,
the effect of low world market prices
has been exacerbated by governments
that are exploiting farmers to pay for
increasingly ineffective ‘development’
bureaucracies. Many rural areas
are trapped in a downward spiral of
soil degradation and poverty that
is dragging the rest of society with
it. It is entirely unclear how trade
‘liberalisation’might help the region
out of the quagmire. The positive
effect of increased access to western
markets has been strongly overrated
(Meijl and Tongeren 2001). Liberal
economists have placed their hope in
donor enforced domestic reform that
should put an end to the bureaucratic
exploitation of Farmers, but this cure
is rendered ineffective by the disease
it is intended to combat. As long
as rural malaise drags on, lack of
private employment opportunities
will continue to stitfen the resistance
to public sector retrenchment.
Agricultural import protection may

well be needed as a first step to allow
a revitalisation of Afnca’s economies
and societies (Koning 2002). Price
volatility and high co-ordination costs in
thin markets also make stabilisation of
agricultural prices desirable (Dorward
et al. 2001), and the long-term
considerations highlighted above add to
these arguments.2

Global food supply in the long
term
In the coming 25 years, the world
population will increase by 2 billion.
In East Asia, rising consumer incomes
will raise the consumption of animal
products, which require large inputs
of feed. The combined effect will
be to increase the global demand
for farm products. The fact that, in
the 20“’centuly, supply has been
overabundant does not guarantee that
this new increase in demand can be
met effortlessly The plentiful space for
reclaiming new fertile lands, tapping
water reserves for irrigation, and
boosting yields through agro-chemicals
and growth-resistant varieties, is
gradually being depleted. At the global
level, the biophysical potentials for farm
production are still adequate (Table l),
but their full exploitation is rendered
problematical by environmental
constraints. Besides, more than 80 per
cent are situated in Latin America, SubSaharan Africa and former Soviet Union
countries, where their exploitation is
hampered by institutional problems.
An adequate increase in global supply,

therefore, will partly depend on new
technologes. Unlike current ecological
techniques, which reduce emissions
while minimising production losses,
these new technologies must aim to
reduce emissions while increasing
land productivity. Investment in
such technologies involves long
gestation periods. This is also true
for other investments that determine
future production capacities, such
as investments in human capital or
the regeneration of degraded soils.
To avoid unnecessary scarcity, such

investments should be made in
time. With myopic expectations and
financially constrained farmers, low
current prices threaten to restrict the
size of these investments. If, after
some time, it were to become more
difficult for global supply of food to
keep up with demand pweeten 1998),
this could lead to soaring food prices,
wreaking havoc in net food importing
poor countries. Such cobweb (‘pig
cycle’) effects might be exacerbated
if government support for agriculture
were to be strongly reduced in a final
phase of international overabundance.
In this sense, the presenL dismanding
of price supports, the continuance
of disguised dumping by developed
countries, the phasing out of fertiliser
subsidies in developing countries, and
the worldwide reductions in support
for Farm research might pose serious
threats. Besides longer-term cobweb
effects, dismantling of price policies
may also entail increases in short-term
price volatility, which will likewise affect
investment. Regrettably, no allowances
have been made for such effects in the
studies of long-term global food security
that some established institutions have
made (e.g., FA0 2001; Mitchell et al.
1997; Rosegrant et al. 1995).
Europe has sufficient potentials to feed
its own population in the future. This
does not mean that it should strive after
food self-sufficiency Regional selfsufficiency is not a viable solution for
global food security, if only because East
and South Asia will not be able to feed
their populations without considerable
imports. Moreover, the pursuit of food
self-sufficiency by western countries
may prevent developing countries from

Table 1. Ratio between potential supply and projected demand of food in 2040 in selected
regions, in different scenarios for agricultural input use, diets, and population growth

Source Penning de Vnes et a1 (1995)
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specialising in export crops in which
they enjoy a comparative advantage.
Yet this does not relieve the EU from
the responsibility of feeding its own
population if the situation in world
markets would require it t o do so. At
present, the EU is a net importer of
food in spite o f its s u i p ~ u s i in
s some
staples. In the current situation this
is no p r o l h n , but the Ell should not
bccome s o dependent o n food imports
that i t would need io cuntinue t o
import large quantities if international
food piiccs were t o greatly incre:Lse.
In that c-ase, 1:uropean imports would
eaicerbate the rise of food prices, t o
the detriment of net food iniporting
poor countries. 'Ilie H1,therefore,
should slwa).s maintain its cdpdbihi). o f
bcc.oming food self-supporting within
a fcu )'ears if necdctl. For this reason,
it should not neglect its kirm research,
and should sust:iin sufticient human
(xpital and aiuid large reductions in
agricultural xe:i that cannot be reversed
ivithin a f e \.em.
~

' Of coupie, kahour productivity in German agnculture remained behind that in Britain (just like labour productivity
in the Netherlands and Belgium did), but this was because the smaller lantl-man ratios in these countl-ies
s in land productivity rather than labour productivity
The agricultural tanffs necdetl by developing countries may h e significantly higher than the 10 tn 15 per cent that
Unxiks, Matthews and Wilson have proposed in a previous issue o f this journal (Erooks et al 2003). These authors
admit that trade liberalisation may rnarginalise Small Fdrmers and affect agriculture's role as an engine of growth,
hut suggest that protectim is not the right answer. However, they Fail to indicate which other means could get
agriculture in these countries moving.

Is there an alternative?
The 'libcl-;ilis:ition' that is currently
Ileing discwsetl in the Wl'O will not
help poor countries o r secure suffcient
supply of food in the Future. But
neither will unregulated protectionism
o r regional food self-sufficiency. What is
neccled is an international arrangement
i1i:ti fiicilitates track and effectively
crtrtails western tlumping, \\Me
allowing ('ountries t o give adequate
support t o their ;ignculture. Such :in
xrangemcnt could be inspired b y \\hat
\\'ascertainly the most positive aspect
o f the l'i-uguay Round agreement: the
prescription to reduce the subsidisation
Of ;lgriCUltUl-dl CXpOrtS bjr ccrtaill
percentages. Without the loophole
o f direct pa\mcnts, this would have
niemt a rationing o f farm cx17orts, ;LS
neither the IJS nor the ELI \vas able
t o export \vithout subsidies. This
approach could be further cle\doped
I)\, assigning de\doped countries
maximum export cluotas and minimum
import quotas, based o n historical
trade volumes. I)e\.eloping c.ountries
would be excmptetl so that their share
in Euni exports coultl increase. If
global tlemanci increases more than
ihe additional suppl). by d e \ d o p i n g
countries (as will probably occur),
tlevelol~cdcountry export ciuotas
\\ill b e increased And import quotas
tlei.reased. 'li) make the system more
flexiblc and t o encourage spccialisaiion
according t o compaKttive aclvan tagc,
dc\doped c.oui1trit.s could be allowed
to bu\. ancl scll these quotas amongst
tht.msel\w. The total amount of
quotas should he managed in such a
n.q' thai world market prices would not
fluctuate beyond 3 pre-established price
band. In this way, an :idequate supply
and remunerating prices would be
simultaneously inaintaincrl.
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summarv
Agriculture and
the WTO: time to
reconsider the basics?

Agriculture et OMC :
et si on revenait aux
sources ?

Landwirtschaft und
WTO: 1st es an der Zeit,
die Grundprinzipien zu
uberdenken?

Iate 19”’century industrial
developments generated oversupply
in agricultural markets. Free market
adjustment proved difficult and many
European countries introduced protection.
When agricultural prices fell again in
the 1930s, all other western countries
followed, making international regulation
of agricultural trade an urgent matter.
lJnder the New Deal, the USDA moved to
a commodity agreements approach via the
GATT. Both the US and the EU, however,
failed to introduce the required production
controls and engaged in increased dumping.
When expanded output in the EU led to
competitive dumping in grain markets,
the US changed its strategy and got an
agreement in the Uruguay Round that
prescribed reductions in price supports
but exempted certain direct payments.
Thereupon both blocks substituted direct
payments for price supports in ways that
allowed them to maintain large exports at
prices below their own production costs.
In the Doha Round, they are negotiating a
further shift in this direction. Developing
countries call this disguised dumping.
Besides, many Ieat developed countries
claim the right to protect their own farmers
against cheap imports. They need an
agricultural revolution to accommodate
population growth and get non-farm
development moving. but low world market
prices hamper investment in farming.
Redressing this problem and securing longterm global food security require a balanced
system of managed trade rather than the
pseudo-liberalisation that the US and the EU
pursue.

A la fin du 19eme siecle, le
developpement industriel a
engendre des surproductions sur les
marches agricoles. Les regulations par
le marche se sont revelkes difficiles et de
nombreux pays europeens en sont Venus
au protectionnisme. Dam les annees
30, les prix agricoles se sont a nouveau
effondres, ce qui a conduit a considerer
la regulation internationale du commerce
comme une affaire importante. Le ‘New
Deal’ conduisit I’USDA a s’engager dans
un systeme d’accord par produits dans le
cadre du GAR. Cependant, ni les EtatsUnis ni I’Europe ne parvinrent a introduire
les contrdes de la production qui auraient
&ti: necessaires. Tous deux s’engagerent
dans des actions de dumping sans cesse
plus importantes. Lorsque I’accroissement
de la production en Europe conduisit a une
concurrence siir les dumpings cerkaliers,
les Etats-Unis changerent de strategie
et obtinrent, dans le cadre de I’LJruguay
Round, un accord obligeant a reduire les
soutiens de prix, tout en autorisant certains
paiements directs. De ce fait, les d e u blocs
remplacerent les soutiens de prix par des
paiements directs, de maniere a conserver la
possibilite d’exporter de grandes quantites a
des prix inferieurs a u co~Itsde production
internes. Dans les negociations du Doha
Round, ils se sont engages encore plus
loin dans cette direction. 12s pays en
voie de developpement appellent cela du
dumping deguise. Beaucoup des moins
developpes d’entre eux rkclament le droit de
proteger leurs propres agriculteurs contre
les importations a prix de braderie. 11s
ont besoin d’une revolution agricole pour
faire face a la croissance demographique et
declencher le developpement en dehors
de I’agriculture,niais les faibles prix
internationaux des produits agricoles les
empechent d’investir dans I’agriculture.
Pour resoudre ce problkme et garantir a
long terme la securite ahmentaire mondiale,
il faudrait trouver un systkme Cquilibre de
commerce contr616, au lieu de la pseudo
liberalisation recherchee par les Etats-LJniset
1’Europe.
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Die Industrialisierungim
spaten 19. Jahrhundert hat zu
einer Uberschussproduktion in der
Landwirtschaft gefuhrt. Die Anpasung an
die Marktkrifte envies sich als schwierig,
und viele europaische Lander fuhrten eine
Agrarprotektion ein. Als die Agrarpreise
in den dreiaiger Jahren des vorigen
Jahrhunderts wieder fielen, gingen alle
westlichen Iander zur Agrarprotektion uber
und machten damit eine internationale
Regelungen des Agrarhandels zu einer
dringenden Angelegenheit. Das US
Landwirtschaftsministeriuni fuhrte
unter der neuen Regelung des GATT
Warenabkommen ein. Sowohl die LJSA
als auch die EU versaumten es jedoch,
Angebotsbeschrankungeneinzufuhren;
stattdessen subventionierten sie die
Ausfuhren. As die gestiegenen Exporte der
EU zu einem Subventionswettbewerbim
Getreidehandel fuhrten, anderten die USA
ihre Strategie: Sie erreichten in der Uruguay
Runde, &as PreisstutzungsmahYdhmen
reduziert werden niussten, Class aber einige
Formen von Direktzahlungen weiterhin
erlaubt wurden. Als Folge der Vereinbarung
haben beide Parteien Preisstutzung durch
Direktzahlungen ersetzt und es dadurch
ermoglicht, &ass groRe Mengen zu Preisen
exportiert werden konnten. die unter den
Produktionskosten liegen. In der DohaRunde verhandeln die Parteien in der
gleichen Richtung. Entwicklungslander
nennen dieses verstecktes Dumping.
AuRerdem verlangen viele am wenigsten
entwickelte Lander, ihre Landwirtschaft
gegen Billigimporte auch stutzen zu
diirfen. Diese Iander beniitigen eine
landwirtschaftliche Revolution, uni &as
Bevolkerungswachstumzu verkraften und
die nicht landwirtschaftliche Entwicklung
zu fordern. Niedrige Wekmdrktpreise
d h p f e n landwirtschaftliche Investitionen.
Eine Beriicksichtigung dieses Problems
und die Sicherung der globalen
Nahrungsniittelversorgungerfordern ein
ausgewogenes System von administrienem
Handel und nicht den Pseudo-Liberalismus
den die USA und die EU verfolgen.
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